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Kleinheinrich Armin Heinrich Kleinheinrich (born 2

September 1979 in Frankfurt am Main, Germany) is a
German former football midfielder. He is currently the
Co-Director of the Company called Sportwissenschaft

Kleinheinrich. He also serves as the director of the
Institute of Sports Science of the University of
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Frankfurt. His mother is a former German Champion
and national team player Tina Kleinheinrich and his
father is a former strongman turned wrestling coach.

Club career Kleinheinrich began his professional career
with 1. FC Kaiserslautern in 1998 and was nicknamed

"Der Fünferkönig" in his time there. He was part of the
Kaiserslautern squad when they won the UEFA Cup in
2001. Having been noticed by the coach of the German

national football team Frank Rijkaard, he moved to
Fulham in the summer of 2001, making over 200 league

appearances for the club. He was sold to Hamburg in
March 2002, but after two years with Hamburg, he

moved to MFK Ružomberok in a deal completed on 1
January 2004. He finished his career at PSV Eindhoven

playing a series of games in the 2004–05 season as a
backup player after a dispute with the club's coach Karel

Stokkermans. He was released in summer 2005.
International career Kleinheinrich made 17 appearances

for the German national team. He took part in two
UEFA Euro 2000 qualification campaigns, as well as

UEFA Euro 2004. Post-playing
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https: sudo apt-get install git A: Are you using GitHub's Atom or something else? If you are, you can try using textmate. I've
written a tutorial for it here. Basically, download the command line git client, then install it. Then do the following: Install Atom
Navigate to the directory that contains the github repo cd ~ /.atom Open a new file using Atom (You should be able to see the
files in the repo) navigate to the repo, then to the file that you want to edit Then from the menu, click Edit Source Enter your
GitHub username and password. Git will prompt you to install a password to your GitHub acocunt for the repo. Continue and

then save your repo. Now you can edit files using textmate. Q: How to add a Auto-Increment Id to a newly created tuple element
in a collection in MongoDB? I have a MongoDB collection with tuples and I want to add an autoincrement field to each tuple.

The following is the structure of the collection. { "_id" : ObjectId("5c34f59d6e444e72bcc6f9ba"), "guid" :
"15a6d7b1-a5d2-4fa1-a4a6-19f06e59b0cd", "lvl" : [ { "id" : "c44343434", "name" : "my key" } ] } Now what I want is to add a
field named _id to "lvl" collection where the _id value becomes the value of "id" field of each element in "lvl" array. How do I
add that to the "lvl" field? I am not able to figure out how to add _id field to tuple element which is created in the collection. A:

Here is the _id field on an array document { "_id" : NumberInt("0"), "guid" : "15a6d7b 3e33713323
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